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“Lord, help me to be the person my dog thinks I am.” This is a prayer that can be found on a lot of coffee mugs, tee-shirts, magnets, and lots of church signs. It’s a nice sentiment, isn’t it. But the truth is, it’s probably a dangerous sentiment as well. Sometimes setting impossible goals is counterproductive because it leads to a sense of the impossibility of the task and often tempts us to give up. I imagine that this sentiment is one of the reasons why we open the Yom Kippur prayers with Kol Nidre, a formula to annul vows. The Machzor is telling us that even as we set our minds to the task of self-improvement, it is important that we not over-commit.

Tonight, I’d like to talk about how, rather than setting unreasonable goals that we will only to regret next Yom Kippur, we can try to set and meet reasonable goals for the coming year. Now, I lack the wisdom to write pithy self-help books, so instead I'm turning to organizational psychologist Tasha Eurich and several videos of hers I found on the internet. I’ll be focusing on her Ted Talk video titled “Learning to be Awesome at Anything You Do, Including Being a Leader,” together with the classical Jewish sources that reflect similar ideas to Dr. Eurich’s. Dr. Eurich proposes a three-step process for how to become more awesome. They are (1) Know thyself; (2) pick one thing; and (3) practice daily.

Step one: Know thyself. This is trickier than you might think. As Dr. Eurich points out, people are generally poor judges of themselves, and what’s worse, they don’t even know it. In a separate video, Dr. Eurich talks about being “self-aware,” which she describes as, “the ability to see ourselves clearly, to understand who we are, how others see us and how we fit into the world.” Dr. Eurich says:

My team has found that 95% of people think they’re self-aware, but the real number is closer to 10 to 15%. You know what this means, don't you? It
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means that on a good day - on a good day - 80% of us are lying to ourselves about whether we’re lying to ourselves.6

So, what do we need to do in order to be more self-aware? In her video titled “3 strategies for becoming more self-aware,” Dr. Eurich makes three suggestions: (1) commit to wanting to know the truth; (2) get more feedback; and (3) a third thing that I’ll be focusing on tomorrow and I don’t want to ruin the surprise.7

The focus of the Yom Kippur davening is admitting our own faults. Though we say many words of confession, we often just mouth the words rather than considering whether and how these sentiments apply to us. In our confessions of sins, we refer to "את ההגלויים " those that are known to us, and those that are unknown to us." Through this phrase, we recognize that we have faults that we haven’t begun to admit to ourselves. We need to be committed to knowing the extent of our own failings. Dr. Eurich talks about getting more feedback. She explains that other people often understand ourselves better than we do. But we are almost always reticent to actually hear the truth when others are critical of us, let alone to actually solicit that criticism from others,8 The book of Proverbs says, "אַל תּוֹכַח לֵץ פֶּּנֶּה יִשְׂנָאֶךָ הוֹכַח לְׂחָכָם וְׂיֶּאֱהָבֶךָ rebuke not the scoffer lest he hate you, rebuke the wise person and he will love you." Our challenge is to be the wise person in that verse. We need to be solicitous of corrective advice from others and we need to create an environment in which people are comfortable sharing their criticisms of us. We need to ask ourselves and others what we are getting wrong and what we could do better. Most importantly, we must work on accepting those criticisms as true. Speaking of which, if you have any complaints about this sermon … well … no … let me rethink that … I’ll get back to you.

Next, Dr. Eurich advises us to pick one thing to improve on and to work on improving only that one thing.9 This is important, because it’s almost impossible to focus on improving more than one thing at a time. As we’ve mentioned, this is one of the central messages we can learn by starting off Yom Kippur with reciting Kol Nidre. Dr. Eurich suggests that we make a list of the things about ourselves that we would like to improve and then consider how much more “awesome” we would be if we improved on each thing. She suggests we start working on the one thing that would result in the most
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improvement. I would suggest, however, that there might be some goals that are more easily achievable that maybe should be taken on first. So maybe one has to think both in terms of the one area of improvement that is most likely to result in the greatest improvement.

Rabbinic thought certainly agrees that any one improvement that we can make in ourselves can be of monumental importance. In the Mishnah, Rabbi Hananyah ben Akashia states that, "רała הקדוש ברוך הוא לזכות את ישראל ל_PHY_י בכל התורה ומצות," indicating that every one mitzvah could be the tipping point to earn a person an overall positive evaluation in God’s eyes. Rambam teaches that every individual should see him or herself and the entire world as if he or she and the world were right on the brink between being judged positively or negatively by God, such that a single sin could cause the individual and/or the whole world to be liable for destruction and a single mitzvah could bring salvation and rescue for the individual or the whole world.

Dr. Eurich finishes with a third very important piece of advice. She says, “practice daily.” She says we have “delusional development, the futile hope that just by wanting to get better at something you will, as if by osmosis.” Dr. Eurich notes that for a long time people thought that most of our talents were inborn. For instance, people thought that the best marathon runners were born that way. However, the consensus now is that the best marathon runners are the ones that train the most effectively. Therefore, Dr. Eurich talks about how important it is to think about what we are trying to improve on a daily basis and to work on putting that resolution into action each and every day. She says we should make a plan each day for realizing our goal and at the end of the day analyze how we did that day and how we might build on our work the next day.

Judaism very much believes in this philosophy of practicing daily. The very essence of Jewish ritual observance is the constant calls for us to remember who we are and what God expects of us. There is a famous debate among rabbis about what verse
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of Torah, if any, best summarizes the Torah. Ben Zoma says it is the Shema. Ben Nanas says it is “love they fellow as thyself.” Ben Pazi, however, says he’s found an even more essential verse, “bring the first lamb in the morning and the second lamb in the evening,” a reference to the commandment of daily offerings in the Temple in Jerusalem. 14 The message Ben Pazi brings to us, from this seemingly simple verse, is an important one – that the loftiest goals and the purest of intentions are meaningless unless one is able to implement them consistently. In the Temple, it was bringing a sacrifice each morning and evening. For Dr. Eurich, it is reflecting on the day’s goals each morning and reviewing how we did at the end of the day. The two concepts converge on the concept of daily prayer, which we can use in the morning to focus our attention for the day ahead on how we will move toward self-improvement and in the evening to consider whether we succeeded and how we might improve on our successes or correct our direction where we fell short.

How will you achieve your goals this year? Wait, check that. How will you achieve your goal this year. For the moment, let’s just think about one, because we are not going to wake up tomorrow and find ourselves to be the person our dogs think we are. But maybe we can go to sleep each night being a little bit better of a person than we where when we woke up that morning. Know thyself. Realize your faults, but be aware of your potential to improve. Choose one thing. Find the one area where you achieve the most improvement. Don’t stop there, your job is not done. In fact, your job may never be done. Your job today, and each day for the rest of your life, is to practice daily being a better person than you were the day before. I wish everyone a year of continued growth and realization of your greatest aspirations.

FOR CLOSING PRAYER AT CONCLUSION OF SERVICE:

Dear God, we are not so brazen nor so stiff necked as to claim we are righteous and without sin. As we say numerous times on Yom Kippur, “אֶת הַכֶּבֶש אֶחָד תַּעֲשֶּה בַּבֹּקֶּר וְׂאֵת הַכֶּבֶש הַשֵנִי תַּעֲשֶּה בֵיַן הָעַרְׂבָיִם” 14 Numbers 28:4.

14 Numbers 28:4.
there are those sins that are known to us, and those that are unknown to us. As to those we are aware of, we ask your forgiveness and your inspiration to change. As to those we are unaware of, teach us the humility to realize them and even to invite others to help us find them. Grant us the wisdom to identify the area where we can achieve the most improvement.

Just as You commanded in Your Torah that a lamb be brought every evening and morning, and that Shema be recited upon our going to sleep and upon our awaking, teach us to use the regular rituals prescribed by your Torah to focus our vigilance on our goal of improvement. Teach us to turn to you every evening and every morning, so that each evening as we lie on our beds we may do so as better people than the people turned toward you just that morning.

May the words of my mouth, and the meditations of my heart be pleasing before you, my rock and my redeemer.” And may those words and meditations lead us to deeds that are even more pleasing before You.